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V pondělí 19. prosince byl velitel amerického námořnictva Robert

Ramirez nalezen mrtvý ve svém domě v San Diegu. The Navy Times

uvedl, že komandér. Ramirezova manželka Anne se toho rána

pokusila svého manžela probudit, ale zjistila, že nereaguje. Oddělení

šerifa v San Diegu uvedlo, že nenašli žádné známky nečestné hry, ale

okamžitě neodhalilo příčinu smrti.

White Hats zpochybňují oficiální účet.

Řekli, že paní Ramirezová byla pryč z domova a navštívila příbuzné v

noci nadporučíka. Ramirezova smrt a že byl údajně sám doma.

White Hats se dozvěděl o Cmdr. Ramirez zemřel odpoledne 19. dne a

téměř okamžitě se zmocnil jeho těla dlouho předtím, než úřad

koronerů okresu San Diego mohl provést pitvu. Tělo přivezli do

Camp Pendleton, kde soudní lékař provedl komplexní pitvu.

Náš zdroj řekl, že jeho mrtvola neměla žádná fyzická zranění ani

obranná zranění.

Soudní lékař zkontroloval mjr. Ramirezovy záznamy, aby se zjistilo,

zda bodnutí vzal on; neměl a dokumenty naznačovaly, že byl ve

skvělém zdraví, dokonce i ve svých 47 letech. Jeho smrt se zdála

záhadou.

Záhada, která byla vyřešena 22. ledna, kdy výsledky toxikologie

ukázaly, že komandér. Ramirez požil smrtelné množství kyanidu,

chemické sloučeniny, která způsobuje slabost, nevolnost, potíže s

dýcháním, záchvaty, zástavu srdce a smrt – nesnesitelnou smrt.

Doba od požití po smrt závisí na množství. Soudní lékař Camp

Pendleton údajně řekl komandér. Ramirez požil dostatek kyanidu,

aby ho zabil během jedné minuty.

"Kdyby jeho žena byla doma, slyšela by ho křičet a viděla by ho

zvracet," řekl náš zdroj.
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Na otázku, jak soudní lékař vyloučil sebevraždu, náš zdroj odpověděl

trpce: „Kmdr. Ramirez se nezabil kyanidem. I kdyby se chtěl zbavit,

našel by si méně bolestivý způsob, jak to udělat. Byl to neohrožený

důstojník s 27 lety služby, právě jmenovaný velitelem SEAL Team 1

těsně předtím, než byl zavražděn. Byl váženým členem komunity

Bílého klobouku.

Na otázku, zda White Hats dělal rozhovor s manželkou, odpověděl:

„Řekl jsem, co jsem mohl. Vyšetřování probíhá, takže nemohu

diskutovat o stopách ani o tom, s kým jsme mluvili.“

Během let své záslužné služby byl Ramirez oceněn třemi stužkami

bojové akce, když byl v bojových situacích ve třech různých válečných

scénách, a pěti medailemi Bronze Star – dvě se zařízeními „V“, které

znamenají udatnost a hrdinské činy v boji.

Generál Smith řekl komandér. Ramirezova smrt je zdrcující ztráta.

(Návštíveno 47 353krát, dnes 9 235 návštěv)

 

Web jsme migrovali na dedikovaný server. To by mělo zlepšit

perforaci oproti VPS. Bohužel jsme museli migrovat ze zálohy

provedené ráno 27. ledna. To znamená, že komentáře odeslané po

této době byly ztraceny.

UPDATE (?)

 
Friday January 27, 2023, @or about 6:30 P.M, (probably local time)

a vehicle attempted to breach the Main entrance to Marine Corps

Base Camp Pendleton.

 
The entrance was closed after a car was driven into the security

barriers at the main gate. Reportedly the car (most likely a vehicle
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owned by non-military people) caught fire and an undetermined

number of occupants were taken to a hospital in San Diego.

 
The entrance was reopened later

I was there many years ago. How in the h… can anyone be sooo

stupid as to try to drive throught the security barriers!? That is

obscenely stupid.

I am making $100 an hour working from home. I never imagined

that it was honest to goodness yet my closest companion is earning

$16,000 a month by working on a laptop, that was truly astounding

for me, she prescribed for me to attempt it simply. Everybody must

try this job now by just using this

website.. http://www.Payathome7.com

Last edited 8 hours ago by kathy71960@yahoo.com

That is weird, like suicide bombers or suicidal people? I wonder if

military shooting caused a car fire or maybe one of those remote

control takeover where drivers try to control and can’t, like just

happened to Benjamin Fulford. I’ve seen stuff like that twice and

heard of others. Sudden acceleration, it’s loud, the person is on the

brakes and something overrides it, turns into a crash. If they can

remote control a car to drive itself or crash, maybe they can remote

control a car to catch fire?

a friend of mine had that to happen to his new dodge truck backing

out of a parking lot at a fire works display in Oak Ridge tn, He lost

control and killed a person! Guess what yep he is a patriot fighting

the IRS!!! Then another friend driving the same kind of truck in

Alcoa Tn something popped and luck was on his side and he got

stopped just in time!

Thanks for getting that issue resolved. You are appreciated in many

ways.

http://www.payathome7.com/
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Michael: I may have missed a posting, but do we know the present

condition of the real Biden?

According to a diary of Jill BIden’s that the White Hats recovered,

the JB has left this world…

Well there was the story that he died in his basement and then died

in a hospital but not that he was executed.

And Beijing Biden has conveniently assumed room temperature so

Doubles, Clones or Doppelgängers can have a job & get paid to fool

everyone the the radical far leftist ‘WOKE” thinks that will work on

everyone without failure??!

Ron this is a war. They’re going to be some casualties. Don’t be

surprised of the deep state goons and clowns start pulling up on

military bases in tow and motorcades shooting sentries at the post.

This war is about to hit these streets full blown all out soon.

I sure hope not and we are not to get involved! They tols us they have

our backs. Stay away and let the big boys handle it.

What does it take to have our military protect the constitution like

they are supposed to man. This is absolutely infuriating and what the

fuck are we supposed to do sit back and watch this shit show

passively like fucking woke sheep. Where the fuck is the military that

takes my tax dollars to operate because I am vehemently against all

of this bullshit! Fuck the popcorn and fuck two more fucking weeks

this shit has got to stop!

Yeah i was thinking he may have been locked up in Davidson county

jail in Nashville tn

Seems Like He’s Doing More F’ing These Days. Ya gotta do whatcha

gotta do, I reckon.

Right or wrong D_man is just as frustrated as all of us, sick and tired

of watching this shit show. He is right, this has to stop!
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If someone throws in some occasional crass or crude words, I say

nothing and do not bother, yet bragging about constant obsessive

idiocy makes some stupid people proud, then it’s not others being a

prude, it’s rather you being aggressively rude.

yes, yes, there are a couple of nasty persons on here that can only say

“F” words…..so repulsive

The man has a point which you all ignore because he drops some f-

bombs. Your the ones who are ignorant.

J.S.U.K. Your tax dollars are not going to the mil. Ur tax dollars are

going to a private banking org owned by the elites,banksters

Rothschild, Rockefellers, Bushits oops i mean Bush’s! Do you not

know that the IRS is not fed. nor is it reserve???

Will we have to pay the IRS in April? I remember DT stating that he

was getting rid of the IRS.

It’s a full blown asymmetric, unconventional war, and war takes

time, and lives.

WW2 – 1939-1945.

The revolution – 1763-1780.

The Civil war, the shortest, lasted from 1861-1865.

In the civil war, battles would see 50,000+ casualties, with 1.5

million total dead by the end.

Satan’s lying, cheating, stealing, murdering forces are going to

command even more lives before this is over.

But it WILL end, and we WILL

 
Be victorious.

As you can see, we don’t see or know all that’s happening and we

might never know it all but thanks to Michael, GITMO and people

are are able and willing to tell what they can we get glimpses. God
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bless us all.

Fuck this bullshit the military needs to get their woke little thumbs

out of their asses/man pussies and get to fucking work! I want heads

of Bill Clinton, Hillary, Podesta’s, Newsomes, Pelosie’s, Polis’s, on a

fucking platter for me to piss in their faces fuck these chump mother

fuckers!

All of those people you listed…. are already DEAD …executed! The

dates and details are mostly recorded here on this website … try

researching?

Actually it is the most intelligent people who cuss the most, so ALL of

you bitching about the F word being tossed around need to get off

your high horses, he’s way more intelligent than you.

or Doubles. Every time I can get a glimpse of the House of

Representatives on TV, I try to see how many empty seats I can spot.

If nothing else, I am of the opinion that our reps do not necessarily

go to work in the lower chamber. How is it someone is allowing

doubles to operate as if they are the ral thing? How can a person,

who is not who he purports to be, have a vote that counts? This is

really screwy. I didn’t vote for Biden but am supposed to pretend this

phony (double) is the real deal? How can a not-Biden person issue

EO’s as if he were actually the Prez? and MSM knows that they are

not in the real WH briefing room, they are not in the WH period. Yet

no one says anything! That is a lot of people to be able to not have

any leaks.

Illan Omar looks to me that she has been replaced in the latest press

conference she did this week to gripe against being kicked off

committees.

She really annoys me. I think that when she married her brother to

bring him over, that was the last straw for me. And she got away with

it.
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She is Sudanese Royalty so this must be accepted with these inbred

royals just like with ALL of the Black nobility across the entire

planet, so now you know why she has been getting away with all the

shit she does. She is establishment, inbred , just like the zionist

satanist jews, the Chosen. Another reason those people in

Minneapolis MN, the Sudanese immigrants and American’s of

Sudanese decent HATE the bitch, becasue she is Sudanese royalty,

regular folks hate the royals, it is Universal, across the entire plane ,

regular folks and people HATE these degenerate , deranged lowlife

inbred satanist fuckheads. This is what UNITES regular people ,

regular folks across the ENTIRE PLANET, it is a COMMONALITY

WE ALL SHARE, ALL OF HUMANITY.

Smuggled in to USA as part of the Omar family along with her family.

Her family are wanted for crimes against their people.she and her

family fled the country in the middle of the night on a private plane

and mingled among the refugees. Obama brought whole villages

secretly on unscheduled flights in the middle of the night bypassing

immigration and customs to waiting busses that took them to pre-

allocated states. Cargo empty military, private jets and USPS planes

were used that went on for a very long time to bring thousands of

them. There was a video on YT few years ago for a USPS pilot who

was kicked out for refusing to sign secrecy documents re that

smuggling operation. I am sure many saw that video. Her real name

is Ilhan Nur Said Hilmi. The real Omar family who participated in

this fraud should be rounded up with her family and shipped back.

Ilhan had an arrest record when she was still a teenager; also on YT

with a mugshot without her headgear

I have heard that brother and sister marriages are very common

among the muslim.. still learning, but true , I think

@Ruth If you followed Q you would know the answer to ALL of your

questions. For the most part, this is a ‘show’ to wake up those who

are not, and have never, paid attention. Our Country is in the shape
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it’s in precisely because we were not paying attention to who was

being put into office. We ALL need to get involved in our Country in

some capacity so this never happens again.

I have wondered the same thing. Is it possible that the stand-ins have

handlers telling them what to do and say. With everyone having to

vote INSIDE the chambers, we might see more unusual people.

Well, I will say this much: Biden, or perhaps “Biden”, is so

atrociously bad at “his job” that he might as well be working for DJT.

If you wanted to wake everyone up at once, this is about how you’d

do it.

This is nothing new, it’s standard procedure for hundreds of years to

use body doubles as decoys protection, etc. in the days of kings there

were twins born by design. It comes under everything is a lie.

The plot thickens some say with other versions of yourself in

different bodies simultaneously. I can’t tell what’s true on all that.

People keep saying “everything you’ve been told is a lie” Seems like

something gotta be true but….we’ll have to wait and see?

Bc we are at war, it’s allowed. The rules change when the country in

peril, the plans these clowns had for us were murder most of the

population to a manageable amount and put us in Fema camps the

rest of us. Take away our children and traffick them. Gender educate

the rest, and let the pedos have at them in schools. I’ll vote for “the

plan” any day.

Maybe we should clone our special forces and marines that are on

our side, or does that make too much sense. The Trump running

around promoting the vax is a clone by the black hats!

How cool, my liberal relatives would just go into fits of rage, multiple

Trumps lol love it.
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Yes, I suspected that was the case. What a way to discredit Trump.

Clone him and have the clone push people to take the suicide shot.

 
Evil beyond words.

He stopped promoting it and we found out here that he was lied to

about it and one of those men was just hung that deceived him. He

probably feels awful about what happened to people because he

recommended it and is going after them!

Tom Hanks is being played by his brother who looks very much like

him. The rest are either clones or doubles in a realistic mask.

I’m very frustrated too because the MSM needs to have their fcc

license revoked! Until the media falls by whatever means possible we

have to deal with the sheeple.

A good suggestion is watch any of the special effects of any

Hollyweird Movie! They know better how to disguise anyone in order

to think that they are someone else entirely!

You need to spend less time polishing your language skills, and more

time finding out what’s really going on. The Clintons are dead,

Podesta is dead, Nancy Pelosi is dead, and many, many more. Stop

depending on CNN and MSNBC for your news.

Hey, where’ve you been @D_man? You’ve missed most of the 3-part

show, and popcorn, too! Get current … read the articles that Michael

Baxter wrote on the names listed below, and E-N-J-O-Y… BE HAPPY

AGAIN!

MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2023: Brian Deese (hanged), Stephen

Hahn (hanged). 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2022. Alec Baldwin (hanged),

Stéphane Bancel (hanged), Bridget Brink (hanged), Dick Cheney

(hanged), Francis Collins (hanged), Shannon Corless (hanged),

Jennifer Brigid O’Malley Dillon (firing squad), Michael Donilon
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(hanged), Anita Dunn (hanged), Anthony Fauci (hanged), Avril

Haines (two head-shots), Valerie Jarrett (hanged), Loretta Lynch

(hanged), Denis McDonough (two head-shots), Gavin Newsom

(hanged), Nancy Pelosi (hanged), Sonia Sotomayor (hanged), Brian

Stelter (hanged), Michael Sussman (firing squad), Thomas Vilsack

(hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY EXECUTIONS IN 2021. Huma Abedin (hanged), Bill

Barr (hanged), Joe Biden (firing squad), Hunter Biden (hanged),

Deborah Birx (firing squad), John Brennan (hanged), George Bush

Sr. (euthanized), George Bush Jr. (hanged), Bill Clinton (homicide),

Hillary Clinton (hanged), Chelsea Clinton (hanged), James Comey

(guillotine), Andrew Cuomo (hanged), Bill Gates (hanged), Tom

Hanks (euthanized), John McCain (two head-shots), Mark

Mezvinsky (hanged), John Podesta (firing squad), Colin Powell

(suicide), Susan Rice (hanged), Donald Rumsfeld (suicide), Adam

Schiff (hanged), Peter Scolari (hanged). Real Raw News 

 
 

 
MILITARY DETENTIONS IN 2021–2023. Jerome Adams

(detained), Bill Ayers (life imprisonment at GITMO), David Axelrod

(detained), James Baker (detained), Miguel Cardona (20 years

imprisonment at GITMO), “cloning scientist” (detained), Amy Coney

Barrett (detained), Maria Barret (detained), Patricia Conrad

(detained), Melinda Gates (detained), Ron Klain (detained), Michael

Malanoski (detained), Paul Pelosi (life imprisonment at GITMO), Eli

Roth (detained), George Soros (detained), Elijah Wood (detained),

Jeff Zients (autopsy underway). Real Raw News

And these are probably not all. There are other places where

Tribunals and executions have taken place; e.g. Guam and Tierra del

Fuego as well as the WH in D.C.

If these people are dead, they should not be seen or heard in society.

Fake or not.
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That’s how the deep state messes with people, using computer

graphic imaging, doubles or clones so no one will believe the truth.

IT’S A MOVIE,GET SOME POPCORN AND ENJOY!WHITE HAT’S

IN CONTROL AND GOD WILL ALWAYS WIN!!

Not how it works. It isn’t hard to trick an extremely gullible, servile

and unsuspecting public. Since we don’t know any of these people,

have in most cases never met or seen them and on top of that aren’t

paying attention at all, anyone can be mimicked with basically a

rubber mask. Even without all this fancy clone stuff, doubles or CGI,

it’s a doddle.

 
How do you even know for certain that any of these people exist or

ever existed? Because the MSM, which coincidentally does nothing

but lie to you – that is its job – told you so.

 
Blind trust is what destroys the people. Go as far out as you can

instead and work your way in. More entertaining and you’ll be less

gullible after.

joe biden firing squad ?? didnt see no such article heard he died of

stroke after the fake bfden inauguaration

I saw a video with Ashley Biden who reported that O’Biden died

several years ago and that the current resident is joey’s twin. I never

heard of a twin, so I’m not sure this is the truth. Worth looking into,

though.

There are photos out there of his twin. I found them after doing a

search. He doesn’t look completely the same, but very similar.

I saw Ashley Biden’s video too. She was very brave to make that.

I know about clones, masks, etc., but can you explain the Paul Pelosi

beating since he was already in Gitmo at that time? Was that a set up

(FF) to cover up the arrest? Did he eventually get leniency because he

testified against The Witch? Thanks!
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I watched that ridiculous grainy video clip. It’s my personal opinion

it was staged, and that the guy in was certainly not Paul Pelosi. I’m

surprised it took them so long to put together a fake video. Anyone

with a modicum of editing ability could’ve thrown that together in 30

minutes.

Total agree…I think it was done to capture Witch Piglosi away from

DC the following morning

Remember Paul Pelosi said during his tribunal that Sam Waterston

of the TV series of Law and Order played Paul’s double and often was

Nancy;s escort.

And that faux video didn’t show the the bloody hammer or his bloody

head….all staged BS

There isn’t any mention of Shannon Coreless being hanged; only that

she offered intel that was being checked at the time.

They are it’s called an 11. 3 11. 4 and under the Constitution It’s a

military action once occupied Territory of the United States has a one

year time frame then it can happen anytim emergency broadcasting

system to take over the United States government but there’s more

than that going on right now we got the Brunson petition we’ve got

numerous other aspects that are destroying The BS narrative that

these guys have been putting in place for a long time it takes a long

time to get rid of evil that’s been around for a long time I’m tired too

but I’m not gonna give up on my freedoms and my liberties that were

given to me by 1776 and destroyed by the evil kasarian mafia cabal

deep state West central bank All those evil bloodlines from way back

when buddy

The Phantom, and many other “MYTHICAL” “THINGS”, are doing

what WI do. Ever watch the movies? Please, listen inside The MIND.

TELEPATHY, is very REAL. Inside the MIND, there IS a SOUL. Only

2 TYPES, but a SOUL is a SOUL, and comes from SOURCE. That’s a

he, not a SHE. I’m capitalizing these letters, to SHOW, and SOW,
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RESPECT. Break down my “BIG” words, and RE-THINK, what is

common to “think”. I’m not the “one” that CREATED, this modern

puzzle of discombobulated “PEOPLE”, but I AM, Hu, the master of

PUZZLES, and TEACHER of LAW. Logic And Wisdom-LAW. Re-

THINK, everything YOU/JEW/EWE, “thought”. become ignorant by

loving “evil”-bible-by BILBO, from BAGGS END. Hmmm.

Interesting EH?? Everything You needed to KNOW, is kicked inside

GENETIC MEMORY. Fact, not FICTION, so FACTION??? Hmmm??

Common Sense here, who wins in a war, “earth” vs EARTH?

Hmmm? Where are Wi, in the COSMOS??? Do You KNOW? I DO.

Storm Watchers, Void Walkers, WARP BORN, WARRIORS, thought

to be RPG, or simply a “video game character”. Do the initiates

UNDERSTAND???? Hmmm??? The UNIQUE ONE. That PALADIN,

“THING”. T H I N K!! Certain PARTICLES, don’t like being collided

together. S T O P!! M A G I C requires INTEGRITY!!! Intent, focus on

INTENT!! What is The INTENT??? “Gain of FUNCTION”!!!! Who’s

FUNCTION???? Mine??? Yours???? His???? Hers?????? Hmmmm

SAY Hmmm??? T H I N K. Manifestation Always Guides Intelligent

Creation. Does that say, only this CREATOR, or that? Hmmm.

JOSEPH, that ENKI, dude thing. I’m allowed to pick on myself, or

make a fool of me, and FAMILY, yep, my ARCHONIAN,

ARKKADIAN, ARACHNID FAMILY!!!!! I do not LOOK, like a

XENOMORPH, but XENOMORPHS, RESPECT a certain group of

PEOPLE, left to die on LV-426, the “she”, “get away from her You

BITCH”, well that BITCH, is THE CREATOR, SOURCE, himself,

good movie EH??? Wi, got CREATIVE, so what. Utilizing year books,

etcetera to put spells on others, to “loop”??? Hmmm??? There’s a

STONEWALL, tougher than any FIRE-WALL!!! What if, just what

IF, STONEWALL, evolves into a WALL OF STILL??? Hmmm??? I

KNOW that inside the First Atom, within my MIND, there are

INFINITIES of Self-Aware PARTICLES, 3 ATOMS, OWN me, each is

full of these PARTICLES. I COMMUN with ELEMENTS, and

MANIFEST SPACE MARINES!!!! SEMPER FIDELIS, is my WAY,

RA’s WAY. My nostrils can’t even smell the fragrance of a rose. But
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every other BEAUTIFUL flowering or not, PLANT PERSON, I can.

Interesting. Look into NATURE, those “problem” “behaviors” do not

have a place in any “civilized” SPACE. Defense of SELF, what

happened to that? Why do so few, answer The Call of DUTY, while

97% sit and expect the same reincarnated FALLEN, to do the

defense??? Focused on profits, comforts, but not TRUTH in LIFE, or

society. Hypocrisy equates to Heresy. Lying is rape, as is putting a

sword into someone. THINK. Adultery, too common. Married in one

SPACE/WORLD, to one SOUL, and others in other SPACE, same

time??? It is what it is, and that is ADULTRY!! As is doing things in

movies, with other men or women. KARMA, today PLEASE. To each

their own!!

 
 

Expedite!!!

Al of whom you mentioned here have already been dealt with & have

assumed room temperature, but in fact now are no longer in that

mortuary room & had an express immediate trip to that “Lake of Fire

in Hell”!

The killers are quite brazen. When will we Americans dish out some

paybacks? Our time on the planet is being rudely interrupted by

those who have some serious issues. All other species eliminate the

unstable amongst their groups. What is wrong with humans? Are we

not willing to do what is vital for our survival.

Perhaps the white hats should use a page from their playbook and

execute the next one so the media find them, or do it all in public.

Dear God, we lift up Commander Ramirez as we remember his life &

the impact he

 
had on those around him. Please bring comfort & peace to his family

& those who mourn his loss.
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Extremely well said maggie.

I heartily agree, Commander Ramirez will surely be missed by a lot

of people.

The cabal acts, the white hats sit around and circle jerk like the

cowardly oathbreaking pussies they are. Now they are going to be

taken out one at a time. They let them steal 2018, 2020, and 2022

with no consequences. THIS is the plan we are supposed to trust. I

would arrest EVERY white hat FIRST and charge them with

oathbreaking treason, then get together a team of REAL men, REAL

patriots, and take down the cabal in VERY public fashion. Anyone

remember that piece of shitte Durham?

So, these “REAL men” are more effective than the United States

Military??? You are deluded. I will stand down until our US warriors

ask for help. Because, I know that our great military will deliver

justice to their people, in a way that protects us.

You are assuming the military is not split onthis issue. Obviously it

is, or this shit show would have ended much sooner. Plus, the cabal

appears to be considerably more crafty. White hats are playing by

civilized rules; the cabal is not!

President Trump said in a NH rally today that our military is strong.

I have been concerned with the clot shot mandated and the ‘woke’

b.s.

True warriors who are also spiritual men can actually do much more

work once they have dropped their bodies. They actually become

more powerful on the other side. I’m sure that Commander Ramirez

will join God’s army now and will help bring down the Deep State

from his new position. One of God’s Gladiators.

What the hell are the so called White Hats doing about this? This an

act of war against them. This calls for massive retaliation against the

criminals running this country into the ground. They already tried to
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murder Gen. Berger. If the White Hats are not willing to take off the

gloves and fight than all is lost.

General Smith is going to respond in the appropriate manner, don’t

worry. He won’t telegraph his punches, but he will hit the DS with

some devastating force. This was obviously a black op, and those

responsible will pay. Count on it.

Certainly a wake-up call. DS has time – they’ve been at this for

hundreds of years – at least as far back as the Rosicrucian Manifesto,

about 1617. WH – guys, gals, we don’t have that much time, and,

back to basics, you can’t afford to cede the initiative. This event

means YOU are in the zone of killing, and you MUST drive through,

because you can’t afford to stay there (where they will get you one by

one), and you can’t afford to back out (where they will just round you

up and put you in a FEMA death camp). Looks like the day of glory

or shame is upon you.

We are supposedly advised to wait and watch while the professionals

take care of business. We’re waiting – probably all the way through

the current round of the sporadic Antifa campaign to destroy local

policing, to make room for DC Gestapo control of our streets. We

can’t afford to wait much longer.

Thank you for bottom-lining this situation. We all know it including

those who are trying to keep the boogie man away by crossing their

fingers. We are in deliberate confrontation NOW. The deep state

wants to get this party started and it seems like they have decided to

precipitate things now given the three attacks recently reported on

RRN

 
against military directly and given that our military have appeared to

not have retaliated against what the opposition have most recently

let alone cumulatively done. GAME ON and we all know it. Including

those with their hands covering their eyes. The rest whistling by the

graveyards. Doesn’t matter the war has already come to us. Let’s not

give the opposition any cheap victories because nothing we can do at
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this stage will stop the carnage that is coming from those who would

pretend to defend and protect us. World War One started with one

bullet into one individual (royal) in a motorcade. Antifa et al is one

army of many organized adversaries in contrast and for example. We

couldn’t with any certainty even list who we have as a standing army

or as protectors.

In the meantime, I’m trying to educate as many people as possible as

to the truth. It’s a slow, painful process, especially when the dawn of

realization shows on their faces. My theory is that it’s better to learn

now than to wait and find out the hard way.

@Dave — You ought to talk aloud to hear and listen, often. POTUS

TRUMP AND MILITARY DO NOT ANNOUNCE THEIR

STRATEGIES AND TACTICS, though you’re entitled to guess and

wager on your projections same as everyone else.

Thank you for the correction. I didn’t get that bit from sources, but

rather from other articles of his death. I guess they got it wrong.

Michael, You told us once that the Secretary of the Navy was DS.

Why hasn’t he been arrested and tried by Military Tribunal?

Hmm, I say suicide, not buying this.

27 years of dedicated service, many combat ribbons and metals, and

not bumped up to rank of captain.

I say Navy was jerking his chain, making empty promises of

promotion.

If Ramirez was a faggot wearing lipstick and kneepads he probably

would be promoted to Admiral.

Again, not buying this.

If he took enough to die in a brief time and he knew the time would

be short, then he may not have cared about pain, so it could’ve been

suicide … RIP anyway!
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No one asked you to either “buy” the event or the reporting of it. The

fact remains the event and article occurred and accepted as

published. There will be more to come and that is certain to be fact.

Ha – you funny!

 
“…accepted as published.” LoL.

Go ahead and keep recycling your regurgitated nonsensical [copy &

paste] banter that Adam Schiff was hanged, whereas Adam faced

firing squad as per RRN, maybe you should accept that as published.

He already had it in the bag to make it all the way to 30 years.

Promotion to Captain or not he was in line for a HUGE pension even

though young. I doubt he counted on higher rank because he didn’t

go for a post-grad degree and prob even completed undergrad degree

while in service, therefore was not Naval Academy alum. And even

‘white hat’ military has its own system of elitism.

 
No he didn’t kill himself.

Myself will consider what you wrote referencing elitism, though three

combat ribbons and five bronze stars are nothing to sneeze at,

worthy of a promotion.

Still leaning on suicide, steering me to believe that Navy came in on

clean-up, could say, damage control to assure a distinguished

servicemen spouse a widow pension.

Military can bump-up Admirals and Generals though myself won’t

consider that elitism, it’s more like nepotism, hence that

apprehended treasonous ‘Female Lt. General of Cyber Command’

i.e., Lipstick & Kneepads, and not a peep blipped on her status.

CORRECT, John, are you familiar with Kaye Griggs, she has spoken

and revealed lots of very heinous shit on what has been going on with

the sernior and Command leadership in the US Military . At first she

was looked upon as a kook, but then the info she was detailing
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turned out to be TRUE and FACT. If you are not aware, go look up

her videos, they will only bolster what you are talking about. Take

Care

There has been some problems with Seal Teams in the past. A Seal

Team stationed in Iraq was removed from their assignment due to a

lack of confidence, reported heavy Drug use, the rape of a fellow

female team member and other heinous shit, so they were all

returned to the States, never heard more, naturally, but this happens,

much of it due to low morale and too many deployments , back to

back, this shit take a toll on people. So there could have been some

things going on with this sailor.

Correct, “…could have been some things going on with this sailor.”

Let’s say, having gambling debt involving shylocks, or caught

[baited] in compromising position trapped in serious catch-22.

In grand scheme a catch-22 is highly plausible.

Sigh … I think the scene is, black hats aren’t any better than the

Democrat politicians … all lies, and destruction.

If it wasn’t suicide, and he had no physical injuries or defensive

wounds, then he presumably wasn’t forced to take the cyanide.

So the cyanide must have been in something he drank or ate. What

was it?

Mike?

I don’t have all the answers. I’ve shared what I’ve been told. I pressed

for more details but was rebuffed.I hope more will be shared soon.

And how did the poison get in his food or drink? Did someone sneak

in and add the cyanide to something? Why was there no security at

his home?
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WONDER IF BEING PROMOTED TO COMMANDER OF SEAL

TEAM 1 HAS SOME CONNECTION.??? DID HE KNOW

SOMETHING??? THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN HARMFUL IF

REVEALED.?

The entire community morns the Death of Cmdr. Ramirez. With his

death I pray the White Hats find his murders and give a fitting

punishment to those behind it.

” . . . a fitting punishment to those behind it.”

 
Let’s give a fitting punishment to ALL those behind it, all the way up!

Last edited 16 hours ago by Andi Kay

Michael what about Berger?

 
Did they look for parasites?

 
mainly vril…. behind left eye

 
I don’t think anyone should take this lightly.

You would hope the military would know that and would look for it.

They know about clones. We don’t know How many thousands of

years the vril thing been here or if it was part of the SG1 and a lot of

folks would say that make believe.. Bullshit…but Isnt there some

kind of conjuring behind that? That shit gives me chilled. There are

more to heaven and earth then we’ll ever know.

It seems White Hat security has been unbelievably incompetent

lately. First Berger is kidnapped, and now this guy is poisoned in his

own home.

I agree! Why are important people to THE PLAN ( hah) just cruising

around like nothing has changed! It doesn’t pass the smell test!

Watch your back guys, where do you eat where do you drink, stay

away from the restaurants.

 
Install undetectable video surveillance to see who enter in your

kitchens.

 
Heavenly Father send forth your armies of Heaven to protect, guide
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and direct our special military forces against the deep state poisons

and other plots of death and hell. Let the evil ones and plans be

encircled and bound including their counterparts of evil spirits let it

be done in heaven and earth.

Last edited 17 hours ago by Asimoto

God rest his soul but find those murderers. If they can kill with such

impunity, they will kill any of us at will. This is a civil war, not being

fought civilly. The Covid vaccines are evidence of their will and intent

to murder as deceptively as possible.

This is a known form of Free Masonry killings; even fellow masons

who have said or did the wrong thing, they just disappear, or the

death appears as unsuspicious … something put in beverages or

foods etc.

Sad loss … be interesting to hear more on this when able to be

released from White Hat sources of course, truth only.

Blessings, comfort, and angelic protection over his family and all

they do during this sad time, thank you, Jesus

It’s a sad, great loss. The officer traveling to/visiting his home as in

normal peacetime? Just like what Gen Berger had done? And the fbi

was able to intimidate the Marines at the camp gate? What

complacencies! America is in a major war against the evil cabal; the

black hats are very skillful in covert operations.. I’m afraid there’ll be

more ambushes & assassinations unless..

Yes, my first instinct was that the sentry should have shot first and

asked questions later. But, the sentry performed with excellence.

Those FBI agents could have been innocent lackeys. I support the US

Marines and the White Hat military in their brillant plan, while I

mourn the loss of noble men like Cmdr. Ramirez, may he rest in

peace. His death will be avenged!
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I don’t think there is any such thing as innocent lackeys in the FBI, or

any of the corrupt agencies. If they follow the orders they are not

innocent. Following orders and being a lackey does not pass the sniff

test! I would have ordered them shot on sight, or at least invited

them in and then dealt with them accordingly, after credentials were

ascertained. I would have “extracted” information from them and

then, done away with them, and their mission from the devil. If they

come to a enemy military base, then they are fair game. They are

testing to see the level of determination that exists, and the quality of

the Command structure and everything else.

Last edited 13 hours ago by Windtalker

I don’t think the guards at that gate did anything wrong…They were

cool & collected,

 
They stood their ground and defended their post. They reacted

accordingly when an arrogant branded FBI agent said to brandisha

weapon waiting to get the chance when the marine’s M4 was inches

from their face.. Maybe they should have hit an alarm and brought

more armed Marines to that gate surround the FBI agents and make

them leve we had 15 to 20 armed Marines pointing an M4 your head

and they don’t care your head splattered on the side of the Lincoln

Navigator Or you’re pushing him to the ground and filling his face

full of lead to make him understand he has done something stupid

I’d make him leave shoot him i* t** a** as they left so they have a

reminder of what happens when you approach a marine guard’s gate

and do something stupid like try to pull your semiautomatic weapon

from your holster and you get an M4 shoved in your mouth And

you’re told to leave I would have shot him i* t** a** with my 9 mill

remind them every time they come out to this post send them back

with a bullet in them cry make them bleed all over the leather seats

in that Navigator, the FBI agent that reached for his weapon had a

loaded M4 in his face within milliseconds.. he probably started to a

s*** and p*** & kept a straight face while doing it..They did back

down & leave
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Did you read the article about the FBI confronting the Marines at

Pendleton?

Clearly, the Marines were NOT intimidated. They’ll be waiting for the

FBI to come back… waiting with baited breath.

That may have happened Friday evening when a vehicle attempted to

breach main gate to CamPen CA. Vehicle caught fire and occupants

of vehicle sent to San Diego hospital.

Probing for weaknesses. Probably thinking the first string MP’s off

shift on a Friday evening and more lax on a weekend.

 
Thought wrong, but possibly a learning opportunity for the ds.

Any Vehicle approaches that gate or any other gate @ Pendleton or

the other bases around the country they need to have an armed

Humvee sitting out front and any vehicle that acts in a suspicious

manner They are dealt with… the occupants are shot on site.

 
We saw the vehicle approaching the gate as an aggressor and we took

action we didn’t want that vehicle to get any closer to the gate than it

needed to it could have had explosives on board it could have had

armed terrorists w/ bomb vests inside with automatic weapons

poised to jump out to kill us so we took that action , we shot the

occupants dead, the vehicle did not get within a 1000 yd of our gate

The occupants are dead end of story the vehicle is a burning heap

they are sitting in h*** wondering why they listened to Joe Hussein

right now they are rotting in that vehicle we haven’t attended to them

we’re gonna let the vehicle burn until it’s burnt down to the rims Too

bad they got shot and died in a ball of fire apparently they wanted to

attack us they are burning corpses now..

 
There’s no need or hurry to put the vehicle fire out let it burn down

to the rims the bodies inside will smolder for a while who cares if we

get them out of the fire or not they charge @ the gate and they failed

now the threat is neutralized and they are no longer a threat
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Yes I did. I was sleepy.. about 5am ½ way round the earth fr the US.

I should’ve said, ”they tried to intimidate the soldiers but failed..”

The US W.Hats are working with the other W.Hats around the globe

to take down the evil cabal. I pray that God will continue to grant

them strength & wisdom, to achieve victory over the coming months.

God bless all!

Bite your tongue…”the fbi was able to intimidate the Marines”

Marines don’t get intimidated by scum like that. They stand their

ground! Semper Fi!

I have been trying to be patient but, boy, this is getting near

impossible. Yes I know, much is going on behind the scenes but how

long can America stand when the DS is able to run rampant and we

pick them off one by one and slowly! Something has gotta give soon

or there will be nothing left to fight for.

Time to buckle your seat belt, as Betty Davis, once famously said. It’s

going to be a bumpy ride. Make sure your will is made out, your

insurance is paid up and your descendants know what they are living

for. Commander Ramirez needed better protection, but then, so do

the rest of us. Time to watch your back.

Terrible news, sorry to hear this.White hats need to step up the plan.

Arrest all deep state players everywhere.

When I heard about his death a few weeks ago, I just had a feeling he

was murdered. Three days later, enemy combatants tried to storm

GB Detention Center.

I’m sick of people swearing up a negative storm about our military.

The United States has the finest in the world. My son would say, “We

fight so these people keep the right to say what they want.”

Apparently, some people don’t know anyone in the US Military, who

have been torturted, killed, or been sent to a foreign country to fight

for our freedoms.
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Our US Military posess extreme restraint of emotions, and don’t go

off half-baked. If you only knew…oh yea, we know why you don’t.

 

WWG1WGA 

 
NCSWIC

I thank ALL our military for their service and devotion to the US

Constitution – “We the People”.

 
SEMPER FI

Thank-you. People shouldn’t be ‘afraid’ of speaking their minds and

defending our most excellent United States Military. They really only

deserve prayers of love and protection shot their way.

Heard recently that some ex-military were being offered huge sums

of money to go to Poland (probably Ukraine). That would make them

mercenaries which is not a good thing. I wish Trump was back. He

could fix all of this in a week.

Thank God my son wasn’t contacted. He doesn’t know of anyone who

was; either mercenaries or back to duty. He wouldn’t/couldn’t go

anyway; PTSD…for mercenaries, I don’t think they really care.

Well, he is hiding under the mountain, and the rest of us don’t have a

mountain to hide under. We all wish he was back. Canadians too. But

one day turns into the next day, turns into the next, and so on and so

on. And still he hides. Where is his securtity? Is it a manpower

problem? I lay awake at night wondering these things. Is there

someone to take over for him, in the event of incapacitation? I think

that is where we are at. I don’t buy this 5D chess shit any longer.

There are good people in every army. The US one hasn’t fought for

anyone’s freedom since at least Korea, which was highly sus as well.

Don’t confuse what is with what should be. They are rarely aligned.

Why would an autopsy be necessary if all they needed to do was

analyze the ocean of puke they found next to the body?
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This is a valid question and also something that I wondered. Perhaps

he was poisoned and then a cleaner came in and made the body look

nice and put it in bed and cleaned up the puke.

I wonder what we will find out in the coming days about the wife. she

could have been in on it.

I find that hard to believe. She know he’s a White Hat. What benefit

could she possibly get from that?

I don’t think so. She’s the one who most likely tipped off the Navy

before anyone else got there

YES…PUBLIC EXECUTIONS FOR ALL TO SEE.. HANGINGS/

FIRING SQUADS ON MAJOR MEDIA CHANNELS. BUT CNN ETC

WOULD REFUSE TO AIR IT.

LORD You know who murdered Cmdr. Robert Ramirez and I’m

asking You to reveal and expose who it was. Bring swift Justice to his

Wife and family. In YESHUA/JESUS NAME AMEN.

I thought our boy general Smith was going to up the Annie on these

deep staters what the hell’s going on over there.. sounds like this ship

is taking on water it’s time to bust out the big guns and start laying

down some fire.

I think they’re lining up targets and figuring out the critical places to

strike, this is kind of an unconventional war in that the deep State

acts like an infection and that the military is the immune system

trying to protect the body which is the constitutional republic of the

United States of America and her people.

They can only respond when they are hit, their resources do not

allow them to know where the next strike will come from.

Cohesiveness is what is now required. Anyone that is not part of the

plan will fall out, quickly, when we move into full scale mass arrests.
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Think about it like this: as sad as it is that this high-ranking white hat

died, it will absolutely galvanize and pull together the remaining

white hats in the military because they now realize that they

themselves as the immune system are being actively targeted.

Those that cannot follow legal and lawful orders that protect the

Constitutional Republic of the United States of America and her

people will wash out or be ferreted out as traitors as we proceed. The

way is tightening. It’s a narrow passage and we only need the faithful.

It’s a tight squeeze.

I don’t think the deep state has enough resources to do hit jobs on all

the relevant white hats before the military finds them all out and

destroys them. Especially now that they are aware they are being

hunted.

The DS has ENDLESS RESOURCES. Resources that we cannot even

imagine. …..all of which have been stolen from us. They have the

money and the power to do whatever they want. There is no bottom

to their money pit and the sky is the limit to them. How do you think

they buy the co-operation of literally anyone they want?? Money is

no object to those DS miscreants, they have it all.

If there was no signs of foul play like this report says, then why is this

titled “White Hat Officer Murdered”?

If this gentleman was murdered, isn’t that foul play? Something

doesn’t quite fit in. Waiting for the next episode to see what RRN is

not telling us now.

Last edited 16 hours ago by 45-GreatestEver!

Out of this whole article that is the only question that you have? Why

don’t you stop coming to this site and let real Patriots discuss

important issues. You’re worried about why an article was entitled

what it was entitled. No wonder our countries in the shape it’s in.
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Time for General Smith to take no prisoners. Military do what you

have vowed to protect all of us and your white hats against foreign

and domestic Traitors and murders God Rest Commander Ramirez s

Soul I pray in Jesus s name Amen

And for Michael Baxter. What he is doing is dangerous. I believe the

Deep State is tracking every one of us who post on this platform. Be

sure you have VPN’s

VPN stands for Virtual Private Network. It allows you to browse the

web ananonymously.

I had considered banning them here because spammers and trolls

use them to evade bans, but thus far I have not installed an anti-VPN

plugin on the site.

Michael, if that’s your real name, you write a good tale, but try as I

might, I’ve found not one shred of evidence even a single article here

is true. Good reporters supply proof and evidence.

ICYDK, journalists never ever reveal their sources. That’s journalism

101; even 10th graders writing the school papers understand that.

OMG what happened to you to ever make you feel that way? No

seven-year-old feels like that. And definitely not for 55 years. Did you

ever get help for it, talk to a friend?

Now’s the time to start the cure, start with Milley, Austin, Burns and

start working down the list; new ones every day

I would love to see Milley, Austen and Burns picked up as well as that

fool AG whose name I can never remember. Probably freudian on my

part. Do people who are playing double parts know that they too can

be executed when caught?

Merrick Garland. And BTW, do you still believe President Trump is a

member of the Black Sun and a secret society member, as you

previously said?
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How about some more double-headers like when Fauci & Loretta

Lynch were hung

 
the same day?

Smith has the “List” get to work, probably don’t need tribunals that

take more than a minute, if at all

Yes! That last one was short and sweet! He didn’t even get to wait a

week for his execution!

CIA (Central Intelligence Agency) terrorists love to do their

murdering with cyanide. Time for some retaliation? Payback for all

CIA assassinations, murders has got to be in the thousands.

To his valor and service to our country, to us, we thank him. That this

is a war is all to evident where ever we look. His loss points out his

value from the enemies point of view. He was making a difference to

our movement to win our country back again.

It is with this moment we need to understand bold and decisive

attacks can be dangerous not just to those in the attack, but enemy

retallation against citizens. It is this fact, US, that delays a faster

more aggressive approach.

How are the Deep State Black mailing the White hats with threats of

massive destruction of life.

We need to do as asked to observe and act in a non-violent manner

until asked to do differently. That does not mean we need to be

silent. Our role it seems is to uncover and expose the corruption

where ever we can and to spread that information far and wide. The

White hats obviously fight for us and risk their lives for us; for that

we owe them a debt. Our raising awareness and rolling back the

corruption through telling the truth and waking the woke is a role we

must continue on with.
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RESPECT sir, you would not have been attacked if you were not a

threat to them. You knew the risk and persisted in what had to be

done… HERO!

The citizens are under attack already from every angle. A bold and

decisive attack is exactly what is needed. I guess there aren’t enough

good guys.

So are the gloves off yet? You’re under attack. Start acting like it!

When you see the FBI show up at the front gate escort them to the

generals office. Subdue them Question them and send them back a

few fingernails in a plastic bag.

DS had to have been there and forced him to drink this because if he.

was puking his wife would have come home to that scene. No

mention of that so perptrators had to have cleaned ip the scene.

 
Hideous demons!!

This is what you “white hats” get, for being passive. The DeepState

slowly but surely comes for you… Maybe it would time to take the

fight to the enemy…

“ Na otázku, jak soudní lékař vyloučil sebevraždu, náš zdroj

odpověděl hořce: „Komistr. Ramirez se nezabil kyanidem. I kdyby se

chtěl zbavit, našel by si méně bolestivý způsob, jak to udělat. Byl to

neohrožený důstojník s 27 lety služby, právě jmenovaný velitelem

SEAL Team 1 těsně předtím, než byl zavražděn. Byl váženým členem

komunity Bílého klobouku.“

To je hrozné. Prosím, informujte nás Michaele. Domnívám se, že

hluboký stav vyžaduje větší pomstu.

ZÍSKEJTE VRAŽDÉ DIRTBAGS, BÍLÉ KLOBOUKY!

 

 


